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700r4 manual speedometer

Created with Sketch. Perfect for street or hot rod applications. Please contact us prior to purchase if
you would like us to sub stitute a different driven or drive gear or if you need help calculating the
proper gear set. We can customize this for you to achieve a more accurate speedometer reading.
Just let us know your rear end ratio and tire height from pavement to top of rubber, and we will do
the math for you. The setup sh own is ou r most popula r combination for the 700R4. For questions
or to place an order by phone, please call our solutions desk at 888 3241617 8AM6PM PST West
Coast USA. Or Email us using our CONTACT link above. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and
we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Please try your search again later.This kit will convert the electric speedo setup on the 700R4 back
the the original mechanical configuration, providing a proper speedo reading on your older vehicle
or hotrod. Our free logo LED light is handy to have around the shop. All new parts. Wide range of
speedo gearing available. Contact us for a FREE calibration and gear selection consultation.To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Paul S. 5.0 out
of 5 stars Ordered this part and gave CT my rear end 390 and tire height. They sent out what was
needed but it was about 45 MPH fast based on straight road GPS. Emailed CT and 2 days later they
sent out two different gears to try which took me about 5 minutes to install and
try.http://gikguamerica.com/userfiles/c43-amg-manual.xml

700r4 manual speedometer conversion, 700r4 manual speedometer, 700r4 manual
speedometer replacement, 700r4 manual speedometer problems, 700r4 manual
speedometer parts, 700r4 manual speedometer diagram, 700r4 transmission with a
manual speedometer.

One of them nailed it within 1 mph and usually right on GPS. Support was fantastic. 5 stars.My
speedo is within 12 mph of GPS. We are dedicated to giving you the technical support you need,
when you need it. If you are installing your transmission that was purchased from Monster
Transmission, our sales and support staff is here. Trust us to steer you in the right direction, when
you choose to DIY. We are grateful for the fact that Monster Transmission has gone BEYOND and we
will continue to be the best publicity that you will every have. I promise you that the next
transmission I have to replace or any other person I hear of needing a transmission I will be heavily
promoting Monster Transmission and tell them that I personally use Monster Transmission. It shifts
wonderful and Im delighted to have been dealing with Monster Transmission. There is no leaking
coming from the front seals, rear sears or oil pan. It functions correctly. When it shifts from 1st to
2nd its got a really smooth shift and it puts a smile on your face. So its definitely something you
want. Thank you Monster Transmission. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. I
plan on using the original speedo in my 59 apache, but have a 700r4 tranny, it is out of a 1986
camaro, which I believe is a electric readout as far as the speedometer. My questions Can you just
swap electric speedo gears for mechanical and be on my way without changing the tail shafts, which
I think is just wishful thinking, do I have to swap out the entire tail shaft, or do I somehow get a VSS
vehicle speed sensor and just find some kind of converter that fits under the dash. I am looking for
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the cheaper route here, but I already have the conversions and know what I need to get as far as a
speedo gear. 15 tooth driver gear, 41 tooth driven gear. Any information would be great I had a
electric 700R4 for my 32 3W.http://archerelectricsupply.com/userfiles/c440-manual.xml

Trucks didnt go electric until 88 pickups and 90 Suburbans, S10. 86 Camaro unless its from a TPI
car likely isnt electric. Should be obvious by looking at it I thought it was. check out my pics and get
back to me Talked with a chev mech and he said I need a 87 or newer tailshaft to get my 91 electric
converted to cable drive.I thought it was. check out my pics and get back to me Click to expand. You
need the proper aluminum bullet and driven gear for 700 4l60 transTalked with a chev mech and he
said I need a 87 or newer tailshaft to get my 91 electric converted to cable drive. Click to expand.
Any 700 tail housing with the speedO bullet design as posted by 1959apache member photo will
fit.T350 speedO gear is NOT the correct diameter for 700 trans. Install the gear clip in the front hole
on this out put shaft NOT the rear hole.Any 700 tail housing with the speedO bullet design as posted
by 1959apache member photo will fit.T350 speedO gear is NOT the correct diameter for 700 trans.
Install the gear clip in the front hole on this out put shaft NOT the rear hole.Are you talking about
the housing.I do not have a housing or anything so a kit really would be my best option unless I
salvaged something from a junk yard and just get the driven gear, which is something that I am
willing to do.Or you could use a gear housing from a th350 with a BOP case Buick, Olds, Pontiac.
Use the speedometer calculater from TCI or Bowtie overdrives website to calculate wish gears you
need. First calculate wish gears you need because there are two housings, one fits the 3439 gears
and the other 40 to 43 teeth gears.You remove the magnetic whirly thing off the out put shaft and in
stall the plastic gear. The magnetic thing will have to be pulled with a puller as it is a press fit.Or
you could use a gear housing from a th350 with a BOP case Buick, Olds, Pontiac. Use the
speedometer calculater from TCI or Bowtie overdrives website to calculate wish gears you need.

First calculate wish gears you need because there are two housings, one fits the 3439 gears and the
other 40 to 43 teeth gears. Click to expand. I have already done the calculation and I need the 4043
gear housing. I will call a local parts guy that rebuilds transmissions and try to get that crap from
him to see if it is cheaper.Use of the t350 BOP bullet speedO insert.GM moved that Oring for some
reason. Some of the t350 Bullets will leak oil because the Oring will not seal properly.The kicker is
that it does NOT come with ANY speedo gears,nor the housing to which the cable is mounted.Just an
FYI. Too many horror stories of used tranniesnot those kind that took a dive,or had something worn
to begin with. I guess its ok if its a known unit. Just offering some info to save some headaches. You
should be able to find a driven gear housing at your local wrecking yard. Keep in mind there are two
different ones, 1 for gears up to 39 teeth, 1 for 40 teeth and up. You will also need the clip or
retainer that holds the drive gear in place on the shaft. The tail shaft housing is the same. BobI
ususally do lube mine with Automatic Transmission fliud to make it slide easier.The part youre after
is called a speedometer driven gear sleeve. For most TH350 trans the sleeve is considerably smaller,
about the same diameter as your thumb, and is bullet shaped. The TH700 and some other models
use a larger sleeve to work with the larger driven gears. As mentioned already, make sure the sleeve
is marked for the correct number of teeth for your driven gear. The hole in the sleeve is slightly
offcenter and the sleeve may have to be rotated somewhat to properly index the tooth count number
on the sleeve to a certain position in the extension housing, possibly the holdown bolt or a mark on
the holdown clamp. This ensures that the driven gear properly engages the drive gear. Theres also a
small lip seal in the sleeve to seal it to the driven gear shaft.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/73000

If youre dealing with used parts, check the driven gear shaft for wear where the seal rides on it. If
its worn enough youll likely end up with a bit of a leak. If you get a new sleeve, make sure it has a
seal already in it. A new GM sleeve should.Click to expand. Not the cheapest route, just another
option.I already have my tail housing off and ready to remove the reluctor wheel an install the
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plastic drive gear. Posted via Mobile Device Posted via Mobile Device Because mine is still on for
another day. I tried to heat it up with a propane torch but that wasnt enough. Its very tight on the
shaft so Im either going to make a puller or try to find someone that has one. For those that are
wondering the plastic gear clip holes are almost hidden by the aluminum gear. Part of one is visible
on the backside of the gear. Hopefully tomarrow I can get my trans back togather. Posted via Mobile
Device I don know what the puller is called so I just describe what Im doing. Posted via Mobile
Device Cut thru 98% of it and whack the cut with the chisel and bfh. Itll pop open and slide right off
slick as a gut. Good luck! Posted via Mobile Device Nobody knew what tool I needed so I took
matters into my own hands. Easily done. Clip goes in the first hole closest to the trans. Works like a
charm now. Posted via Mobile Device Posted via Mobile Device Posted via Mobile Device. The
accompanying charts show what gears were manufactured for each type transmission.The driven
gear is located in a removable housing usually in the tailhousing of the transmission. Be aware that
some transmissions will have different driven gear housings depending on the tooth count of the
driven gear. It will do all the work for you. If you dont know your tire diameter, calculate it below
using the Pmetric sidewall designation. The gear can be replaced separately by removing the
retainer clip on the governor shaft. One fits gears from 34 39 teeth and the second one fits gears
from 40 45 teeth.

https://absagencies.com/images/bosch-washing-machine-manual-download.pdf

One fits gears from 34 39 teeth and the second one fits gears from 40 45 teeth. The three positions
broken down by tooth count are; 2531, 3238, 3945. Explore 0 Description 700R4 Electric To
Mechanical Speedo Conversion Kit. New Top Quality Parts with extra Seals to Use Later. Order Only
From Seller CT SOLUTIONS to Assure Correct and Quality Product. Imported from USA. A new
custom speedo conversion kit for the 700R4 4L60 transmission. This kit will convert the electric
speedo setup onOur free logo LED light is handy to haveContact us for a FREE calibration and
gearWed love to help you out. Please try again later.Please try again.Please try your search again
later.You can edit your question or post anyway.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Watch out though, the drive gearthe one that goes on the tailshaft is slightly
oversize so it fits a bit loose. I chose not to use that gear and got one from a local vendor that fit
properly. Kinda sucked after spending the money on this kit, but i did make use of all the other
parts.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Easy installation. For install you need
15mm, 10mm, small flat head screw driver and basic pliers. For driveshaft 11mm wrench. 3040
minutes install. You will need a catch pan for transmission fluid.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment.

https://academyocgc.com/images/bosch-washing-machine-maxx-7-user-manual.pdf

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Contact the seller opens in
a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode.
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Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. If you dont follow our item condition policy for
returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right
to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont
match the sellers description. More information at returns. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. This gives you racetrack shifts
and shaves time off your ETs. TCI 700R4, 2004R and AOD StreetFighter Transmissions also feature
a TCI Constant Pressure Valve Body to ensure that clutches and bands are applied firmly to
eliminate slippage. This 700R4 is equipped with TCI StreetFighter components to withstand 650 HP
from Chevrolet engines. Features an electric speed sensor on output shaft.It may take an additional
10 business days for TCI Automotive to ship this item. Expedited and Air shipping options are not
available. And what about that flimsy old column shift threespeed. Weve got that covered too.See
how this unit is upgraded and converted to a later 30 spline style.

Read more on the manifold and timing control module, which comes with an MSD ignition control
box and wiring harness. Something went wrong. View cart for details. All Rights Reserved. User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. You can use a race
prepared 700R4 transmission, but what fun isBesides, the T56 can officially withstand more
torqueWhen you go to a junkyard to get your donor parts,About the only thing you canEverything
and I meanIf you can get a 94 or newer transmission, itIf not, the transmissions electronicJTR Jags
That Run has aAbbot makes a black box that drivesAuto Meter has an electronically driven
speedometerIm using this, along with a few others veryThis has to get converted to aThe easiest
wayDigital SGI5 signalThe clutch pedal can be gotten from any. Youll also need to mount the master
cylinder on theYou automatic owners have a wire going. A manual transmission car does not have
this,It should beThere are differences in the computer chip,Control, Decel, Shifting. That about sums
up the differences! Ive had to return one in the pastYou could always post a message on one of the
fbodyOther than this, I dont have advice on where to find one. To change this transmission to
workAn LS1 master cylinder might be necessary. The casePiece Rear Mainseal Flywheel CTF700107
This web page is forI used a cutoff disc in aSome aviation shears might work as well, but theCut
straight backwards on both sides to extend the opening anotherThere are two different units from
GM, depending on which yearWhile the flywheel is off, you might as well You should be able to reuse
the same bolts. This style uses an aluminum cased Valeo Pressure P late thatWith a 26 spline Im
prettyYou should be able to use your oldThis is definitely a twoman job sinceA transmission jack
would have beenI didnt need to bang anything out. TheItll save time later if the torque arm
mountBolting the tranny to the bellhousing will definitelyTorque i t to spec.

You need to get the torque arm mount assembled with the torqueThis is another PITA step, but it
will eventually boltNothing will get accomplished. Save it tillIf you are aIf you would rather just bolt
on a crossmember,The crossmember bolted to the tabs with various length bolts andI could see t heI
wanted something thatThe crossmember. The plates are drilledA channel is centered on theSince
the frame rails arentThere was a lot of trial and error involved in fittingOnce the crossmember was
tacked together, it was unbolted,It fit perfectly. Slap on the SPD decals, and off theyBolt the two
outer sections to the frame and the middle section toIt should be s trongMany people haveFor those
using the special GMPlease contact us if you have.
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